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Thanks to the numerous advantages that flex and flex-rigid printed circuit boards offer (e.g. cost, space and weight savings) they are increasingly being used in a wide variety of devices. The transparent printed circuit board is another innovative variant of the flexible printed circuit board.

By using polyimide as base material, the system is very flexible and the substrate is only a few microns thin.

In the automotive industry, flexible circuits are used in instrument panels, underbody controls, circuits hidden in the headliner of the cabin, and in ABS systems. In computer peripherals, flexible circuits are used on the moving printhead of printers to connect signals to the moving arm carrying the read/write heads of hard disk drives. Consumer electronics devices use flexible circuits for example in cameras, mobile phones, calculators or training monitors. Flexible circuits can also be found in industrial and medical devices and wherever many connections are required in a compact housing.

YOU WOULD LIKE TO HAVE YOUR FLEXIBLE OR RIGID-FLEXIBLE PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD ASSEMBLED? NO PROBLEM - THIS IS POSSIBLE AT ANY TIME! WE OFFER PCB ASSEMBLY IN SMALL SERIES OR YOU CAN TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR FAST PROTOTYPE ASSEMBLY. HAVE A LOOK AT OUR PCB ASSEMBLY SITE AND CONTACT US!

Technical specifications:

- 1-2 layer transparent polyimide FPC, surface ENIG
- max. size: 15 mm to 450 mm
- max. thickness: 0.45 ± 0.1 mm
- min. thickness: 0.2 ~ 0.185 ± 0.03 mm
- copper foil: 2-12 µm
- min. hole: 0.3 mm
- min. line width: 0.15 mm
- min. line spacing: 0.15 mm
- immersion gold thickness: Ni: 1 ~ 6 µm, Au: 0.05 ~ 0.1 µm
- transparency: 88 %
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- heat resistance for soldering: 260 °C x 5 sec.
- adhesive strength: 490 N/m
- glass transition temperature: 300 °C
- operating temperature: -25 °C to +75°C

The flexible silicone printed circuit board – a trend-setting technology

Together with our manufacturers, we are continuously working on new future-oriented technologies – such as this silicone printed circuit board study. Which is characterized by its extensibility compared with conventional substrates. Furthermore silicone is a high-quality material that can withstand extreme mechanical demands, has a high degree of purity for clinical applications and it is particularly kind to the skin.
Disclaimer: In the absence of confirmation by device specification sheets, ES&S Solutions GmbH takes no responsibility for any defects that occur in equipment using any of ES&S’s devices, shown in catalogs, data books, etc. Contact ES&S in order to obtain the latest device specification sheets before using any ES&S’s device. ES&S reserves the right to make changes in the specifications, characteristics, data, materials, structures and other contents described herein at any time without notice in order to improve design or reliability. Contact ES&S in order to obtain the latest specification sheets before using any ES&S’s device. Manufacturing locations are also subject to change without notice. Observe the following points when using any device in this publication. ES&S takes no responsibility for damage caused by improper use of the devices. ES&S’s devices shall not be used for equipment that requires extremely high level of reliability, such as: - Military and space applications - Nuclear power control equipment - Medical equipment for life support.